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Meeting Title: ASA (Ambulance Service Area) Committee Meeting   
Date & Time: 10/24/22 10:00am-11:00am  

Location: Salem Fire  
Recorder: Sara Taylor  

Appointed:  Shawn Baird     Sherry Bensema     Mark Bjorklund     Brian Butler     Loren Hall     Scott Heesacker      
  Stephanie McClung     Dan Mullen     Rebecca Shivers 
 
Attendees: Kyle Amsbury     Matt Black     Caroline Castillo     Mike Corless     Jordan Donat       Frank Ehrmantraut                    

 Danny Freitag     Darrin George      John Goward     Kevin Hendricks       Kyle McMann     Katrina Rothenberger                           
Kathleen Silva     Jim Triewiler         Toni Grimes       Ted Farr       Robert Dalke        

Time Agenda Item (Who) 
Information/Discussion 

Notes 

 

10:00-10:05 Welcome & 
Introductions 

 

10:05-10:10 Chemeketa/Interface 
EMT Class Follow ups 

Classes have been filled and the classroom activities have begun! There are 24 students in the EMT class so far. 

Katrina: Marin requested an ASA contact list so you should all expect some outreach from him. He was requesting 
internship sites for the students to better learn the EMT role. 

If it’s successful, then the funding source can increase down the road and grow into the workforce.  

10:10-10:15 Salem Hospital Follow up Katrina: No update with Salem Hospital since their divert.  

Sherry: Drop times are increasing again. 

Kyle: Salem Hospital can somewhat predict the call times; however, we all know people don’t call 911 on schedule. 
There are many variables and issues, but they have been able to incorporate a matrix to assist with predictability.  

Katrina spoke with the Washington County region who works with Legacy. They’re currently doing a 4-phase pilot 
where they’re testing certain interventions to try and get back to the “no divert” policy.   

Matt Black: Salem Hospital has a new Cardiology group that wants to “start over” to create a more cooperative 
atmosphere.  

**Katrina will reach out to schedule a check-in meeting with them for the group. 
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10:15-10:20 HPP Updates Kyle McMann and Rebecca: There was a meeting on the 19th as a follow up/debrief to an i5 incident, but Rebecca 
was only able to attend a short portion. Kyle was unable to attend. 

Kyle is doing his best as an EMS liaison to forward all the pertinent info they receive.  

HPP had a 30-minute drill and asked Katrina to follow up with the lack of attendance/participation. Kyle Amsbury 
and Rebecca Shivers DID attend and completed the check-in. 

10:20-10:35 Round Table Katrina will send the final plan and maps out to everyone this week. We have hired a new Marion County worker, 
Matt Neuvenheim, to assist with recording and tracking data as our new Emergency Preparedness Analyst.  

Sherry: Franchise agreements are up for renewal after 6 years and not 5. This was an intentional decision in order 
to complete the plan.  

The next ASA meeting (early January) we will go over the timeline and application for franchise agreement 
renewals.  

Scott: Is there an update with the proposed sub-committee?  

Katrina: Matt Neuvenheim will be a big help once he starts in his role. 

Next Meeting: Thursday, January 19th, 2023, 10:00AM-11:00AM at Salem Fire 


